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April 2022 - For Immediate Release – Jim Morris joins Bargate Murray as Head of 

Aviation. 

Bargate Murray, the multi award-winning Luxury Asset law firm, is delighted to announce 

the arrival of leading lawyer and ex RAF pilot Jim Morris, 

who will be heading up the Firm’s Aviation group. 

Prior to qualifying as a barrister, Jim was an RAF pilot for 

10 years where he flew a number of aircraft, ranging from 

high-performance piston, turbo-prop and fast jet aircraft 

to heavy strategic planes.  After his flying career, he was 

a legal officer in the RAF then, in 2008, he moved into 

private practice in London with a focus on aviation law 

and high value international aviation litigation. Jim’s 

extensive combined experience as a professional pilot 

and lawyer spans over 31 years, which has enabled him 

to provide his clients with a class leading level of service. 

Jim will head up the firm’s aviation group based at its 

offices in Mayfair. 

Quentin Bargate, Founder and CEO, comments: 

“We are all very much looking forward to welcoming Jim to the Bargate Murray team. He brings 

with him a wealth of experience and knowledge of which will perfectly compliment our already 

well established departments. We are looking forward to introducing Jim to our clients, contacts 

and friends over the coming weeks and months”.   

Jim Morris, Head of Aviation, comments: 

"I am thrilled to be joining Bargate Murray.  Their specialism in luxury assets and aviation is 

exceptional and I am excited to be joining their aviation practice,  where I can play a major role in 

continuing and enhancing their aviation law services”. 

Note to Editors: 

Bargate Murray is a world class law firm specialising in luxury assets, headquartered in Mayfair, W1. It 

has been recognised in the Chambers and Partners High Net Worth Guide in consecutive years.  

The firm’s clients span the globe and include large and respected multinational businesses as well 

as SME’s and individuals.   

The firm has particular skills in Superyachts, Aviation, Litigation / Dispute Resolution, Insurance, 

Commercial Law, and high-end Residential Property.  The founder and CEO, Quentin Bargate, has 

some 34 years City law firm experience including 14 years as a partner in the top ten London law 

firm Simmons & Simmons prior to founding Bargate Murray in 2004, and is also frequently appointed 

as an arbitrator in maritime disputes. 

For more information, contact our CEO Quentin Bargate on +44(0)207 375 1393 
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